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Interlayer exchange coupling and perpendicular electric transport in FeÕSiÕFe trilayers
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The interlayer exchange coupling and the perpendicular magnetoresistance of Fe/Si/Fe systems have been
investigated within the fully relativistic screened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method and the Kubo-Greenwood
equation considering interdiffusion effects, i.e., inhomogeneous Fe-Si alloy formation at the interfaces. It is
shown that the experimentally observed strong antiferromagnetic interlayer exchange coupling is caused by the
formation of Fe-Si alloys at the interface. Furthermore, our calculations give evidence that the small magne-
toresistance, which has been observed experimentally in Fe/Si/Fe trilayers has a similar origin. The results
presented here give no evidence for a direct connection between the magnetoresistance and interlayer exchange
coupling in Fe/Si/Fe systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ten years ago Fullertonet al.1 among others discovere
that antiferromagnetic~AF! interlayer exchange couplin
~IEC! is not necessarily restricted to nonmagnetic meta
interlayers such as Cr or Au,2 but also exists in systems wit
so-called semiconducting or insulating spacer materials.1 In
this context, one system, which has been intensively stud
is Fe/Si/Fe. Both trilayers and multilayers have been inv
tigated with nonmetallic amorphous Si,3 or metallic Fe-Si
alloys.4 The occurrence of an IEC in AF coupled Fe/Si/
systems is often attributed to interdiffusion effects caus
the spacer to become metallic.5 Low-energy electron-
diffraction and Auger spectroscopy measurements h
shown that the existence of an IEC is not restricted to all
ing effects at the interface, but an IEC can also be obser
in systems with homogeneous Fe-Si alloy spacers1,6 with a
slightly deformedB2 structure (c-FeSi!.7,8 All these results
suggest that the metallic character of the spacer is the o
of the IEC in Fe/Si/Fe. However, recent results from Gare
et al.,4 jeopardize this conclusion. They examine
Fe/Fe12cSic /Fe trilayers with 0.4<c<1.0 by using Brillouin
light scattering~BLS! and obtained an increase of the co
pling constant with increasing Si content in the alloy. Th
means the IEC is not only present for puresemiconducting
Si, but it is larger compared to the alloyed system. Up to n
the reason for the strong IEC in pure Si spacers is not c
pletely clarified, since two competing effects have been
served for the IEC in Fe/Si/Fe trilayers. As long as the spa
is semiconducting the IEC is expected to show an expon
tial decay with respect to the thickness of the spacer. Sim
behavior was found by de Vrieset al.5 for metallic Fe-Si
spacers. On the other hand recent results from B
experiments7 show that Fe-Si spacers exhibit a typical m
0163-1829/2002/66~6!/064426~8!/$20.00 66 0644
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tallic oscillating behavior. Here we will also address the
contradicting results.

Although there exists a large number of experimental
sults quite a few questions concerning the origin and
strength of the IEC as well as its relation to other effects s
as the magnetoresistance6 ~MR! remain open. The last aspe
was especially discussed controversially in the literature,
cause is not clear at all whether or how the existence of
IEC is related to the magnetoresistance of the system.6,9,10

One aspect of this paper is to give a comprehensive dis
sion of the IEC in Fe/Si/Fe by varying the number of spa
layers and by taking into account interdiffusion, i.e., form
tion of disordered alloys at the interfaces. The present ca
lations complement the results of Robleset al., who exam-
ined the interlayer exchange within ak-space tight-binding
linear muffin-tin orbital method in the limit of thin Fe-S
spacers.11 In a recent paper of Prunedaet al.12 the IEC of
thicker orderedc-FeSi spacers was examined in the fram
work of the Bruno model whereas for thin spacers they f
lowed the method from Robles.11 However, they did not ex-
amine the influence of interdiffusion in detail.

The second aspect addressed in this paper is directe
the magnetoresistance of the Fe/Si/Fe trilayers for a cur
perpendicular to the plane~CPP! geometry. To our knowl-
edge there exist nearly no experimental results concern
CPP transport for such systems, which grow in the~100!
direction. Usually the magnetoresistance is investigated
samples grown on a SiO2 ~Refs. 13 and 14! or NaCl ~Ref.
15! substrate on which Fe grows in the~110! direction. Fur-
thermore, experimentally a very small MR of at best 2%
low temperatures13 is recorded, but in most cases valu
smaller than 1%~Ref. 6 and 14! are obtained. Sometime
even negative MR ratios have been reported.16 The sign of
the MR seems to depend on the growth technique, app
magnetic field, etc.6,10,16Additional problems can arise from
©2002 The American Physical Society26-1
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the fact that the epitaxial growth is hindered because of
land formation.13 Furthermore, Fe and Si easily form no
magnetic metallic alloys, which also occur at the interfac
of a Fe/Si/Fe heterostructure.5 Due to the existence of Fe-S
alloys the interface to the spacer is no longer properly
fined, i.e., the question arises whether the small meas
MR is the MR ratio of the Fe/Si/Fe trilayer or only due to a
FeSi alloy at the interface.16 In this paper we will demon-
strate that the reason for this small MR is the formation
Fe-Si alloys at the interface and/or in the spacer.

Only very little theoretical work is devoted to the magn
toresistance of Fe/Si/Fe trilayers or multilayers. Mavropo
los et al.17 have used complex band structures in order
explain the tunneling in Fe/Si/Fe and other metal/I/metal s
tems ~I 5 insulator!, but a systematic study of Fe/Si/F
trilayers is lacking. In this paper we will present a firs
principles study of CPP transport in Fe~100!/Si/Fe~100!
trilayers in terms of the Kubo-Greenwood equation.18 Our
investigations especially include a discussion of the spa
thickness dependence and of interdiffusion effects. Ad
tional calculations were performed for systems with hom
geneously alloyed Fe-Si spacers, which allow a more
tailed discussion of the alloying effects on the MR.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION
AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Self-consistent calculations

We have performedab initio calculations within the fully
relativistic spin-polarized version of the screened Korring
Kohn-Rostoker method for layered systems19,20 in order to
investigate the electronic structure and magnetic prope
of bcc Fe/Si/Fe trilayers with the~100! growth direction. The
local-density approximation~LDA ! in the parametrization o
Ref. 21 has been used to describe the exchange-correl
potential. The trilayers have been modeled by systems of
type

Fe~100!/Fe12SisFe1261 /Fe~100!, 1<s<24,

with 12 layers of Fe serving as a buffer to the left substr
and 1261 Fe buffer layers to the right substrate. This var
tion of the number of right buffer layers results from th
special properties of the screened structure constants, im
ing that the total number of considered layers has to b
multiple of three, see, e.g., Ref. 20. In all calculations a b
parent lattice22 has been assumed with a lattice constant
5.27 a.u., which corresponds to the bulk lattice constan
bcc Fe in the LDA, i.e., no layer relaxation is considere
The interlayer distance obtained from Bragg reflection
periments is aboutd'51.4331 Å,8 which reflects closely
the experimental bcc Fe lattice constant, i.e., the misma
between the experimental and theoretical lattice spac
amounts only to 3%.

In order to determine self-consistently within the LDA th
effective potentials and effective exchange fields for e
particular system under consideration a minimum of 45ki
points in the irreducible wedge of the surface Brillouin zo
~ISBZ! was used. All self-consistent calculations refer to
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ferromagnetic configuration with the orientation of the ma
netization parallel to the surface normal.

B. Interlayer exchange energy and magnetic anisotropy energy

SupposeC0 andC denote two different magnetic configu
rations, which differ in total energy by

DE5E~C!2E~C0!, ~1!

whereC0 usually is termed the magnetic reference config
ration. If we suppose further thatC0 refers to a ferromagnetic
andC to an antiferromagnetic configuration then this ener
difference corresponds to an interlayer exchange-coup
~IEC! energy. In here the ferromagnetic reference configu
tion (C0) refers to a ferromagnetic configuration in which th
magnetization in all layers is oriented perpendicular to
surface. Furthermore, a symmetric antiferromagnetic c
figuration has been considered in which the orientation of
magnetization was switched in one lead and in half of
spacer layers simultaneously.

If in Eq. ~1! C refers to a ferromagnetic configuration wit
a uniform in-plane orientation of the magnetization, thenDE
is said to be the total-energy part of the magnetic anisotr
energy Ea which also includes the shape anisotropy. T
latter one is the energy difference corresponding to the m
netic dipole-dipole interactionDEdd . Since for a trilayer
system with semi-infinite leads on both sides a definition
the shape anisotropy is somewhat ambiguous, in this pa
we restrict ourselves to the investigation ofDE.

The energy difference in Eq.~1! is evaluated by making
use of the magnetic force theorem which implies that o
the reference configuration is determined self-consiste
within the LDA andDE is replaced by the respective diffe
ence in the grand canonical potentials,

DE;DEb5 (
p51

n

DEb
p , ~2!

DEb
p5E

eb

eF
@np~e;C!2np~e;C0!#~e2eF!de, ~3!

which as indicated in Eq.~3! can be written in terms of
layer-dependent quantitiesDEb

p . Here, n denotes the tota
number of layers andnp(e;C) is the layer-resolved density o
states for a given magnetic configurationC. The valueseb
andeF are the valence-band bottom and the Fermi energy
the substrate, respectively. It should be noted that accor
to Eq. ~1! DEb.0 means thatC0 is the energetically pre-
ferred magnetic configuration. In the present paper allDEb
are evaluated by using 990ki points in the ISBZ, which was
shown to be sufficient in the case of magnetic anisotro
energies.20 A detailed discussion of this method based on
formalism developed by Jansen23 is given in Ref. 20.

C. Transport perpendicular to the planes

The electric transport properties of the Fe/Si/Fe trilay
have been investigated within the fully relativistic spi
polarized Kubo-Greenwood equation.18 A complete descrip-
6-2
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INTERLAYER EXCHANGE COUPLING AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 064426 ~2002!
tion of this method can be found elsewhere.24,25 Here, we
focus only on some aspects that are important for the pre
calculation. By implying that a current at layerq causes a
resistivity rpq at layerp, this resistivityrpq is defined24 as
the inverse of the layer-resolved conductivityspq ,

(
q51

n

rpqsqp85dpp8 , ~4!

with n being the total number of layers in the system. Fo
given magnetic configurationC the resistance of the
trilayer—the so-called sheet resistance—can then be defi
as sum over these resistivitiesrpq ,

r ~C,n,d!5(
p,q

n

rpq~C,n,d!, ~5!

whered is the imaginary part of the complex Fermi ener
eF1 id. For practical purposesd is usually chosen to be
between 1 and 3 mRy. Here,d52 and 3 mRy have bee
used. The actual sheet resistance is then determined from
~5! in the limit of d→0 by numerical continuation to the rea
axis. However, it was shown in a preceding paper25,26that for
a given system of sizen52n01s (n0 is the number of Fe
layers on each side! the sheet resistance varies linearly w
d provided that the number of Fe buffer layers is lar
enough, see Sec. II A. Therefore, the sheet resista
r (C,n,d50) can be obtained from calculations for finite va
ues ofd. Using the definition of the sheet resistance in E
~5! the magnetoresistance of a particular trilayer can then
written in the form

R~n!5
r ~AP,n!2r ~P,n!

r ~AP,n!
, R~n!<1, ~6!

whereP and AP denote the magnetic configuration of th
layers. Here,P refers to the ferromagnetic~FM! reference
configurationC0 andAP to the antiferromagnetic configura
tion, see Sec. II B.

The number of Fe buffer layersn0 was 11 for all systems
which is sufficient to reflect even very tiny oscillations in th
layer-resolved Madelung potentials, see Ref. 25. Furth
more, for a magnetic configurationC a sheet resistance of
single layerp can be defined for illustrative purposes as

r p~C,n,d!5 (
q51

n

rpq~C,n,d!. ~7!

This allows us to detect in detail, which part of the trilay
actually contributes to the sheet resistance. Starting from
sheet resistances of the two magnetic configurations we
fine

Dr ~n,d!5r ~AP,n,d!2r ~P,n,d! ~8!

and use Eq.~7! to analyzeDr (n,d) for different parts of the
system. Here, we suppose that the heterostructure consis
06442
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three characteristic parts marked by Roman numbers: le
~I, V!, interfaces~II, IV ! and the spacer~III !. The interface
regions contain the real interface and three additional lay
from the leads, for details see Ref. 26. It should be not
however, that only the sum over all layer-resolved sheet
sistancesr p(C,n,d) is well defined.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Interlayer exchange coupling and magnetic
anisotropy energy

The IEC as obtained from Eq.~1! is displayed in Fig. 1
versus the number of spacer layerss. As can be seen from
this figure the IEC shows enormous oscillations especi
for thin spacers, which for increasing spacer thickness
crease. Furthermore, from Fig. 1 it is obvious that these
cillations refer to permanent changes from FM to AF co
pling, whereby FM coupling is preferred in the case of ve
thin spacers,3 ML. Characteristic periods of oscillations
however, are not visible within the investigated range
spacer thicknesses. In most heterostructures interdiffusion
fects at the interfaces are of crucial importance for the IE
the magnetic anisotropy energy, but also for transp
properties.7,16 Here a two-layer interdiffusion is considere
meaning that for a system withs Si layers the following
cases have been investigated:

FIG. 1. Interlayer exchange energy~IEC! of Fe/Si/Fe trilayers vs
the number of spacer layerss.
. . . Fe/Fe12cd
Sicd

/Fecd
Si12cd

/Sis22 /Fecd
Si12cd

/Fe12cd
Sicd

/Fe . . . ,
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HERPER, WEINBERGER, SZUNYOGH, AND SOMMERS PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 064426 ~2002!
with cd denoting the interdiffusion concentration and repla
ing the experimentally suggestedB2 structure7,8 by an inho-
mogeneously disordered alloy. Experimental studies w
Mössbauer and photoemission spectroscopy have shown
the Fe/Si and Si/Fe interfaces are not equivalent with res
to the Fe-Si formation.8,27 The compositions on the top an
bottom of the sample are different, because more Fe diffu
from the top into the spacer.8 In the present paper this ha
been neglected and the two interfaces have been chosen
identical.

From a comparison of total energies it can be seen
trilayers with a sufficiently large interdiffusion concentratio
are energetically favored as compared to the system
ideal interfaces. In Fig. 2 the total-energy differencesE(cd)
2E(cd50) are shown for particular spacer thicknesses w
respect to the interdiffusion concentrationcd . If the interdif-
fusion concentration exceeds 20% interface alloys are
ferred by the majority of the systems. For interdiffusion co
centrations below 20% the solution without interdiffusio
seems to be stable. However, the energy difference is ra
small (<0.07 mRy), which means that the two states
almost degenerated. The results shown in Fig. 2 suggest
for thicker spacers higher interdiffusion concentrations
needed to stabilize the system. From this figure, howeve
is clear that Fe/Si/Fe trilayers are stabilized by interdiffusi
Since the calculations refer to zero temperature, these a
ments apply only for sufficiently low temperatures.

In Fig. 3 the IEC is presented for a variety of interdiffu
sion concentrations as a function of the number of Si lay
From this figure it can be seen that with increasing interd
fusion the large oscillations for small spacer thicknesses
reduced dramatically, while for larger spacer thicknesses
terdiffusion effects seem to be less important. It should
noted, however, that forcd.0.15 the regime of antiferro
magnetic coupling is considerably enlarged extending

FIG. 2. Total-energy differences,E(cd)2E(cd50), with re-
spect to the interdiffusion concentrationcd . The number of space
layerss is marked explicitly.
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cd50.2 froms54 to s512. Thus strong interdiffusion at th
interfaces helps to stabilize the antiferromagnetic couplin

A similar oscillating behavior was observed in recent e
periments from Gareevet al.7 They used a somewhat differ
ent system with an epitaxial Fe12cSic spacer, which canno
directly be compared to our results. However, the occurre
of oscillations suggests that the mechanism of the IEC in
system is the same as in usual metallic trilayers. Earlier
sults from de Vrieset al.,5 who examined systems with a
orderedc-FeSi spacer, cannot be confirmed. They found
exponential decay of the IEC with respect to the spa
thickness and therefore predicted a new type of coupling
metallic Fe/FeSi/Fe trilayers. This seemingly was confirm
by recent ab initio and molecular-dynamics calculation
from Prunedaet al.12 One possible reason for the two type
of results can be ordering of the alloy. We always use dis
dered alloys and so did Gareevet al.,7 whereas de Vries
et al.5 and Prunedaet al.12 investigated systems with ordere
c-FeSi spacers. In general an exponential decay of the IE
expected4 to occur if the spacer becomes semiconducting a
alloy formation is mainly suppressed. Such an exponen
decrease cannot be observed in our results for the ideal
tem ~Fig. 1!, because for the chosen parent lattice even w
out interdiffusion Si this system turns out to be a poor me
It is important to note that semiconducting Si in such hete
structures is amorphous, which cannot be described wi
the present theoretical framework. Furthermore, we h
seen that the oscillating behavior is strongly influenced
interdiffusion. Experimental data for the IEC with varying S
thicknesses, obtained for Fe/Si multilayers,6 also show a kind
of oscillations. For spacers thicker than 10 Å AF coupling
preferred, which is in agreement with the results from G
reev et al.4 for Si and Fe-Si spacers. From our calculatio

FIG. 3. Changes of the IEC with respect to the number of spa
layers for different interdiffusion concentrationscd .
6-4
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INTERLAYER EXCHANGE COUPLING AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 064426 ~2002!
we can conclude that the AF coupling is stabilized by int
face alloying~Fig. 3!, whereas in the case of a pure metal
Si spacer the IEC alternates between FM and AF coup
~Fig. 1!. It should be mentioned that experimental results
available only for spacers thicker than 6 Å4 or even 10 Å.6

Furthermore, Inomataet al.6 simply assumed that the syste
stays FM below this thickness, which of course must not
the case. The present results give rise to the assumption
additional oscillations exist for thinner spacers~Fig. 1!. In
principle, it is plausible that a sufficiently large interdiffusio
concentration suppresses the FM coupling completely, wh
is in accordance with existing experimental4 and
theoretical11,12 work.

In Fig. 4 the band energy part of the magnetic anisotro
energy, see Eq.~3!, is displayed considering a two-layer in
terdiffusion at the Fe/Si interfaces. The curves for differe
interdiffusion concentrationscd seem to differ in size only by
a rigid shift. With increasing interdiffusion concentratio
DEb is reduced and shows an oscillation period of 3 M
Since DEb remains positive for all spacer thicknesses a
interdiffusion concentrations, it favors a perpendicular orie
tation of the magnetization, a fact that of course is import
for the transport properties, which will be discussed belo

The mentioned reduction ofDEb with increasing interdif-
fusion concentration essentially occurs at the interfaces~Fig.
5, top!. In this figure the concentration-dependent change
the layer-resolvedDEb for the system with nine Si layer
prove to be restricted to about three layers at the interface
the bottom part of Fig. 5 a comparison between the effect
interdiffusion and of homogeneous alloying in the space
presented for the band energy part of the magnetic an

FIG. 4. Band energy part of the magnetic anisotropy ene
DEb for Fe/Si/Fe systems with two-layer interdiffusion at the inte
faces vs the number of spacer layers. The results are shown
different interdiffusion concentrationscd , whereby cd increases
from the topcd50.0 ~squares! to the bottomcd50.2 ~stars!.
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ropy energy in the same system~nine Si layers!. As can be
seen for c<0.05 both cases of disorder show about t
same reduction inDEb , whereas forc.0.05 homogeneous
alloying causes a much slower reduction ofDEb with
increasingc.

B. Perpendicular electric transport

The dependence of the MR on the Si thickness was s
ied first for the ideal system, i.e., for clean interfaces and
alloying in the spacer~Fig. 6!. The spacer thickness varie
again between 2 and 24 ML, that is, between 2.79 and 33
Å. The black line in Fig. 6 represents a fourth-order fit to t
data points. The MR oscillates around this fit with a sm
amplitude. This can be seen from the inset of Fig. 6, wh
the difference between the calculated points and the fi
displayed. These oscillations show no characteristic per
Since an oscillating behavior was obtained for the IEC a
the magnetic anisotropy energy, see Sec. III A, it is tempt
to assume common periods for all three properties. Conc
ing the IEC this cannot be confirmed. The oscillating beh
ior of the MR is different from what we have obtained for th
IEC. The oscillations for the magnetic anisotropy ener

y

for

FIG. 5. Upper panel:The layer-resolved band energy part of
magnetic anisotropy energyDEb

p for Fe(100)/Si9 /Fe(100) for a
clean interface~squares! and a finite interdiffusion concentratio
~circles!. Lower panel:DEb

p vs the Fe concentration. The dashe
line marks the results for the homogeneously alloyed spa
FecSi12c .
6-5
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HERPER, WEINBERGER, SZUNYOGH, AND SOMMERS PHYSICAL REVIEW B66, 064426 ~2002!
~Fig. 5! appear to be of the same type as for the MR as lo
as the spacer is thin enough (s<12 ML). However, this
similarity does not give sufficient evidence for a comm
origin of the oscillations in the magnetic anisotropy ener
and the electric properties.

In viewing Fig. 6 it can be seen that the MR slight
decreases with the number of Si layers. Previous invest
tions have shown that for a sufficient large number of spa
layers the MR becomes constant.25,26 Here, at 24 ML this
asymptotic value of the MR is not yet reached and the MR
the trilayer still decreases, but, nevertheless, it is obvious
a reasonably large MR exists even for thick spacers.
largest system with 24 ML Si still shows a MR of 41%
which is comparable in value to previous results for
spacers25 and Fe/@Zn-Se#/Fe trilayers with Se termination.26

However, such large MR’s have not been reported exp
mentally for Fe/Si/Fe systems. We presumed that the dif
ences may arise from the fact that we used a perfect trila
with clean interfaces. Therefore, the calculations have b
repeated for three particular systems with 6, 9, and 12 ML
taking into account a two-layer interdiffusion, see Sec. III
The MR for finite interdiffusion concentrationscd is shown
in Fig. 7. Independently from the number of spacer layers
MR immediately is lowered if Fe diffuses into the spac
With respect to the MR forcd50.0 the concentration
dependent curves are more or less rigidly shifted. An in
diffusion concentration of about 20% is sufficient to redu
the MR to a fifth of the value forcd50. Since all systems
show the same trend, in order to examine the MR at lar
interdiffusion concentrations the 6 ML Si systems serve as
example, see inset of Fig. 7. As expected a further increas
cd leads to even smaller values of the MR. From the lite
ture it is known that a Si0.5Fe0.5 alloy is quite likely to occur

FIG. 6. Magnetoresistance for Fe/Sis /Fe trilayers versus the
number of Si spacer layerss. The full line is a fourth-order fitMR0

to the data points. Inset: Difference between the calculated po
and the fitMR0 depending on the number of Si layers.
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at the Fe/Si interfaces.5,8 From the present investigations
MR of about 2.2% is obtained for an interdiffusion conce
tration of 50%~Fig. 7!. This means if realistic interdiffusion
concentrations are considered the calculated MR is ra
small ('2%). This is in quite a good agreement with th
experimental findings, which lie between 0.1~Ref. 6! and
2.2%,13,14 depending on the preparation technique, the s
strate, and the structure of the sample. In comparing th
results one should keep in mind that most of the experim
tal results were obtained for systems grown in the@110# ~Ref.
6 and 14! direction. Therefore, a direct comparison of abs
lute values must be handled with care. Nevertheless, the
culated results already show the right trend.

Up to now interdiffusion was assumed to be restricted
the vicinity of the interfaces, which surely is a simplificatio
because Mo¨ssbauer experiments have shown that in Fe~60
Å!/Si~30 Å!/Fe systems the average spatial regime of int
diffusion comprises 3.3 Å Fe and 8 Å Si.8 This means ap-
proximately eight layers are affected by interdiffusio
whereby the actual compositions are layer dependent.
stead of such a complicated interdiffusion profile we ha
studied a somewhat different system, namely, replacing
whole spacer by a homogeneous bcc FecSi12c alloy with the
Fe concentration varying between 0 and 40%. From Fig.
can be seen that the MR rapidly decreases with increasinc.
For a Fe0.2Si0.8 alloy the remaining MR amounts only to 5%
At a first glance the MR seems to drop faster than in the c
of the interface alloy, but a direct comparison of the tw
cases is somehow difficult, because in contrast to the in
face alloy in the homogeneous alloy a nominal amount of
changes withc.

The smallest MR was obtained for 30% Fe. From Fig. 8
is obvious that with a further increase of the Fe concentra
in the spacer the MR grows again. This is an artifact sin
the Fe/(Fe0.4Si0.6)6 /Fe system contains only 3.6 ML Si in

ts

FIG. 7. Dependence of the magnetoresistance on the interd
sion concentration for Fe/Sis /Fe systems.
6-6
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total. Therefore, the character of the system is mainly de
mined by Fe and theP5FM magnetic configuration is pre
ferred. This means that the sheet resistance of theP configu-
ration vanishes, whereas the sheet resistance of theAP
configuration grows, which in turn leads to an enhancem
of the MR, see Eq.~6!.

Furthermore, additional calculations have been perform
for a homogeneous silicon-vacancy alloy, which simulate
larger average volume of the Si atoms. If Si in the space
replaced by vacancies the MR also drops with increas
vacancy concentration; however, the decrease is smalle
compared to the homogeneous Fe-Si alloy~Fig. 8!. The MR
of Vac0.1Si0.9 is of the same size as the MR of an Fe-
interface alloy with 10% Fe.

The above presented results nicely demonstrate that
formation of Fe-Si alloys at the interface is the main reas
for the extremely small MR obtained in experimental me
surements: the presence of Fe or vacancies in the spac
responsible for the observed low value of the MR.

In order to demonstrate which parts of the heterostruc
contribute mostly to the MR the sheet resistance fracti
defined in Eq.~8! can be used. Again the 6 ML Si syste
was chosen as an example. Previous investigations on
ZnSe/Fe systems have shown that for not too thin spacer
main contribution to the MR stems from interfaces.26 This
fact is confirmed by the present calculations for the non
loyed system and for interdiffusion~Fig. 9!, although a rea-
sonably large contribution (20%) arises from the spacer.
increase of the interdiffusion concentrationcd causes a de
crease of the spacer contribution toDr ~Fig. 9, bottom!,
which means the MR ratio is mainly determined by the
terfaces.

FIG. 8. Magnetoresistance for systems with homogene
FecSi12c spacers~circles! or VaccSi12c ~squares! depending on the
Fe or Vac contentc per layer.
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A completely different picture applies for the system
with a homogeneous Fe-Si alloy~Fig. 9, top!. Fe in the
spacer region not only lowers the MR ratio, but, in additio
also the importance of the different regions changes. In
case of homogeneous alloying~Fig. 9, top! the interfaces
lose their importance. With increasing Fe concentration
main contribution to the MR comes from the Fe-Si spacer
the Fe concentration in the spacer amounts to 40% the sp
contributes 85% of the total MR. Furthermore, from Fig. 9
is obvious that in any case the outer Fe layers—
leads—do not give a sizable contribution. The abov
described results show that except for the ideal system
main contribution toDr stems from that part of the system
that contains Fe-Si alloys.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper we have presented anab initio study of the
IEC and electric transport properties of Fe/Si/Fe trilay
with respect to the spacer thickness and the influence of
different types of interdiffusion. In accordance with rece
experimental findings7 the IEC shows an oscillating behav
ior, which is typical for metallic spacers. It has been sho
that two-layer interdiffusion damps the amplitude of the o
cillations and with increasing interdiffusion concentration t
AF coupling is preferred. This is, in principle, agreeme

s

FIG. 9. Normalized fractions of the layer-resolved sheet re
tance differencesDr p for characteristic regionsp of a trilayer with
six spacer layers. In the upper panel the results for homogen
alloying of the spacer are shown. The results for interface alloy
are displayed in the bottom panel. Roman numbers mark partic
regions of the system: I left lead, II left interface, III spacer, IV rig
interface, and V right lead.
6-7
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with previous investigations from Robleset al.11 However,
in contrast to their results we obtain FM coupling for ve
thin spacers, which is essentially due to the fact that we h
used disordered FeSi alloys and smaller interdiffusion c
centrations than Robleset al.11 The present results show
more or less the same trend as the experimental findings4,6,7

It has been mentioned before that the results from de V
et al.5 could not be reproduced. The exponential decay
ported in this paper is possibly caused by their prepara
technique. A comparison of our present results with the m
tioned theoretical and experimental findings seems to p
vide the conclusion that the two different types of IEC a
caused by the degree of order of the spacer alloy, at l
when considering homogeneously alloyed spacers.

Although the MR also oscillates with spacer thickne
like the IEC, no direct connection between these two pr
erties can be observed. It was shown that the calculated
is of the same size as the experimental one, if we allow
interdiffusion. Without interdiffusion the MR would amoun
to '50%. An interdiffusion concentration at the interfaces
only about 50%, which corresponds toc-FeSi, leads to a MR
ng
te

w

n

P.

R
e

d

Su

eg

, J
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of about 2%. If a homogeneous Fe-Si spacer alloy is us
the decrease of the MR is even faster. In this case a
concentration of 30% is sufficient to reduce the MR to bel
5%. From this we can conclude that the small MR of F
Si/Fe trilayers is essentially caused by the formation of m
tallic Fe-Si in the spacer and/or at the interfaces. In conc
sion, it can be predicted that the MR of Fe/Si/Fe trilayers c
only be enhanced if the interdiffusion of Fe into the space
considerably suppressed.
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